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In article reveals the aspects of socially focused taxation in the situation of market economy

recovery. The essence of welfare state tax policy is investigated. Various types of tax policy are

studied; characteristic features of socially focused tax policy are displayed.

The coordination of fiscal strategy with var�

ious aspects of social policy is one of the ma�

jor problems of governmental regulations. Tax

and budgetary constituent of governmental fi�

nancial policy should not be focused on fiscal

purposes, as solving social and economical ob�

jectives that ensure the economic growth and

social orientation of economy.

Scales and forms of governmental partici�

pation in ensuring the social development de�

pend on the business model. In world practice

there are two major types of business from the

point of view of governmental intervention into

social and economical processes, i.e. the Liber�

al Model and the Socially Oriented one.

The Liberal Model marginally regulates so�

cial and economical processes, not inclined to

intervene into entrepreneurship regulation and

is focused on the economic growth and indus�

trialization of the country. The state takes a

minimal part in solving social problems, observ�

ing the principle of supporting only the poor�

est population groups instead of everybody.

Major objectives are an increase in production

and incomes of the population at the expense

of the private initiative of the citizens them�

selves, sustainable national currency and appear�

ance and expanse into new markets. The Liberal

Business Model is typical for such countries, as

the USA, Canada, France, etc.

As for Socially Oriented Model, one of the

main targets is to ensure the social protection

and justice for its people. Within this model,

governmental regulations are higher than within

the Liberal Model. The public sector is consider�

able, while entrepreneurship is the subject of reg�

ulation. Such type of model is typical for those

highly developed countries that have already

achieved the limits of traditional economic growth.

Therefore, the economic development is focused

on restructuring the economy; in particular, liqui�

dation of low competitive manufacturers and ac�

quisition of priority positions at the markets of

high�technology products. Socially Oriented Busi�

ness Model has been widely spread in Scandina�

vian countries and Western Europe.

The choice between one or another eco�

nomic business model determines the type of

tax policy; in world tax practice, there are two

main types of the policy:

The first type of tax policy complies with

the Liberal and Market Business Model and as�

sumes the low taxation level when the state

does not only take into account its own fiscal

interests, but also the ones of taxpayers, al�

though, social guarantees are also weak due to

the decrease in budget revenues. Within this

policy, the share of bites of taxes is strictly

limited along with a relevant limitation of social

benefits and guarantees. In its turn, tax bene�

fits for investors into the manufacturing sector

are encouraged. In other words, this policy lets

the government impose a minimum of taxes with�

out spending huge budget funds on social sup�

port of population.

In time of their post war reconstruction,

Germany and Japan followed this model of tax

policy. So far, the countries of Southern and

Eastern Asia, Brazil, Mexico, India, China and

others have followed this model.

The second type of tax policy character�

izes the socially�oriented model of economic

development and assumes the essential taxa�

tion level both for corporations and individuals.

This type of tax policy assumes high taxation

rates, a wide range of taxpayers and insignifi�

cant benefits along with a wide complex of so�

cial guarantees to the citizens.

Depending on the weight of tax load set

for different taxation subjects, one may identi�

fy the following kinds of the governmental tax

policy:
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The first type of business oriented tax poli�

cy when “the tax load for legal entities is less

than that for individuals” assumes a shift of tax

load from legal entities to individuals. The object

of such policy is the development of business and

market environment in the country. Making favour�

able conditions for enterprises’ development

through giving them tax benefits and decreasing

their tax load, we compensate decreasing budget

revenues at the expense of the increasing tax load

for individuals. Such policy leads to the increase

in social tension and further decreases in incomes

in the society on condition that there is a low

mean value for the standard of living.

The second type of socially oriented poli�

cy when “the tax load of legal entities is more

than that of the individuals” assumes the shift

of the tax load from individuals to legal enti�

ties. The target of such policy is the increase in

real incomes of the population through the de�

crease in the share of bites of tax that will lead

to the increasing purchasing ability. Although,

for businesses such tax policy will result in the

decrease in the share of free cash flow to de�

velop the business and negatively influence the

aggregate market offer.

The third type of tax policy when “the tax

load of legal entities is equal to that of the

individuals” is the trade�off alternative that as�

sumes equal distribution of tax load between

individuals and legal persons. Thus, taxation is

more loyal per each separate category than when

the load is unilateral.

Considering these types of tax policy, it

should be noted that the wage supplements,

defined with budgetary expenditures, wouldn’t

depend on the number of income sources (indi�

viduals and legal entities), as it is focused on

those citizens, who do not pay high taxes.

M.M. Sokolov believes that across the de�

veloped countries total taxes collected from in�

dividuals at the beginning of the 20th century 5�

6 times exceeded the revenues from taxes paid

by legal entities. This fact has significantly

changed the situation in taxation in these coun�

tries. Across the legal entities, the fiscal func�

tion has lost its dominating role replaced by the

regulating and stimulating functions. Across the

individuals, the fiscal function keeps dominat�

ing, though in countries’ dynamics the decrease

in the tax load and the increase in its social

focus are present.

Implementing the state’s social obligations

against its population will be one of the out�

comes of the efficient functioning of the tax

system.

One may refer to English economist W.G.

Beveridge, who thought that for the tax policy

of the welfare state the following characteris�

tics are obligatory, i.e. a drive to the general

welfare, equality and liberty, increasing living

standards of poor people, the development of

social security system, social insurance, employ�

ment, salaries and prices control, guarantied

national average income, and available educa�

tion and public health.

As P.V. Mikeladze, economist from the first

part of the 20th century, used to say, socially

oriented taxation ensures efficient redistribu�

tion of GDP and implementation of governmen�

tal financial and economic reproduction policy

in social domain. The main task of such tax

policy is to coordinate and meet individual and

collective needs.

According to American economist

R.L. Klein, in the welfare state, an amount of

the redistributed share of the national income

is predominantly determined by political not

economic factors.

A.V. Bobrova believes that the socially�ori�

ented tax system is a complex of socialized

taxes (charges) and mechanism for interaction

between equal participants of the tax relation�

ship that guarantee the social development and

the safety of both society and each citizen based

on the regulating function of taxes.

According to A.V. Aronov, the socially ori�

ented taxation is intended to contribute into

meeting both material and non material needs

of people, encouraging human’s capital devel�

opment, socially useful labour, and the people’s

desire to increase their prosperity in a legal

way. This includes targeted social protection of

population, a balanced range of the state’s so�

cial obligations and a balance between social

obligations of the state and the tax capacity.

V.V. Simonov points out that the social fo�

cus of tax policy should be implemented in the

context of governmental social policy in general

focused firstly at the development of the so�

cially oriented entrepreneurship, assuring that

the economy moves from the entrepreneur’s in�

terest to the up�to�down establishment of the

market infrastructure to meet these interests.
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It should be finally said that unlike the so�

cially oriented tax policy, the main goal of the

fiscal policy is a sustainable and full inflow of

taxes to the country budget.

The accomplished analysis has enabled to

identify the following characteristics of the tax

policy of the welfare state. The socially orient�

ed tax policy can be described by:

♦set objectives and targets, usual in the

welfare state, in compliance with the develop�

ment of the social domain as a priority;

♦higher tax load both for the population

and businesses;

♦higher gross incomes per capita;

♦better developed social guarantees and

protection measures;

♦available social tools in taxation, i.e. so�

cial taxes, benefits, various types of social rates

and special tax regulations;

♦available progressive taxation systems.
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